








 

Welcome to Fenestra. 

We manufacture and install timber windows for commercial properties from our
specialist workshop in Bingley, West Yorkshire. 

Using responsibly sourced timber, of the finest quality, we manufacture three styles
of timber window with state-of-the-art technology and expert craftsmanship.

We work with end-users, architects, local authorities and building consultants
providing cost planning and programme advice, working together to find the right
solution. 

On receipt of your order, we will manufacture all timber windows to specification
with an agreed lead-in period. Our products are quality-checked and delivered to site
by our team. 

On site, our team of installation experts install all windows supervised by our
experienced operations team to ensure that delivery is right first time. We include
compliance with all health and safety requirements within our service offer.
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Our Workshop 

Welcome to our manufacturing
facility where innovation meets

tradition, and every timber
window tells a story of meticulous

craftsmanship and unparalleled
quality. 

At the heart of our operation lies a
steadfast commitment to

sustainability, reflected in our
careful selection of the finest
responsibly sourced timber,

ensuring both environmental
stewardship and uncompromising
quality in every product we create.

Here, amidst the hum of cutting-
edge machinery, our skilled team

bring visions to life, crafting
bespoke pieces, classic timber
windows, and architectural

marvels for heritage buildings.



Bespoke

Classic 

Heritage

Our Windows 

We  pride ourselves on offering an
extensive range of high-quality

window solutions tailored to meet
the diverse needs of our clientele.

 Our craftsmanship is showcased
by adopting three distinct lines; 

The Bespoke range, crafted with
meticulous attention to detail and

tailored precisely to individual
specifications.  

The Classic range, combining
timeless design with modern

functionality.

The Heritage range, inspired by
traditional craftsmanship and

heritage designs, perfect for
preserving the character and
charm of period properties.



Heritage

Our Work
 

As specialists in timber
manufacturing, we take pride in

exemplifying our commitment to
quality and precision. 

Our extensive portfolio includes a
multitude of projects, each

demonstrating the versatility and
timeless appeal of timber. 

Among our prestigious
collaborations stands our
partnership with Historic

England, where we've had the
honour of contributing to the

preservation and restoration of 
treasured heritage sites.

Our team has helped breathe new
life into historic windows,

ensuring their integrity and beauty
endure for generations to come.



Leeds
 

The Electric Press Leeds is an
iconic grade II listed building
originally built in 1840 for the

printing firm Chorley and
Pickersgill. 

The building boasts huge existing
arched windows and high ceilings

which reveal the stunning
industrial heritage of the building. 

Our team were selected to remove
the existing old timber windows

and craft specialist timber
replacements for this  landmark

building. 

Approved by Leeds City Council,
Switch at The Electric Press will
offer contemporary office space

spread over three floors. 

The Electric Press
S W I T C H 







Leeds
 

We are proud to partner with
Historic England on New

Briggate for the High Street
Heritage Action Zone which is

part of the regeneration of Leeds
Grand Quarter for Leeds City

Council. 

Our dedicated and skilled team
undertook a range of significant
repairs and refurbishment to this
commercial building, including

the creation of 45 new timber sash
windows manufactured in our

own workshop.

Using traditional materials and the
latest conservation methods we

ensured that the renovation
integrates seamlessly with the look

of nearby landmarks such as the
Grand Arcade and St John’s

Church.

New Briggate



Scarborough
 

With meticulous care, our team
removed the rotten external

timber elements.

Selecting the finest sustainably
sourced timber at every step of the

manufacturing process, we
demonstrated our unwavering

commitment to excellence.

With precision and expertise, our
skilled installers seamlessly
integrated the new timber

windows, infusing the once-
dilapidated structure with

renewed charm and functionality.

Timeless craftsmanship meets
contemporary retail aesthetics

which is a testament to our
passion for transforming spaces.

Westborough







Harrogate
 

As we embark on this journey of
restoration and renewal, we are
proud to unveil our ambitious
project; the creation of 60 new

timber windows for this exquisite
barn conversion. 

Set against the backdrop of
Harrogate's idyllic scenery, this

endeavour symbolises our
commitment to preserving
architectural heritage while

embracing modern innovation.

With each window meticulously
crafted to complement the rustic
charm of the barn, our windows

will not only enhance the aesthetic
appeal of this conversion but also
ensure optimal functionality and

energy efficiency.
 

Shawmills
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